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The Puppy Edition
Puppies - everyone loves puppies and if you meet someone who doesn’t love
puppies, you should question their character. Puppies are how all great dogs
begin. If you are in the business of breeding puppies, you owe it yourself, the
puppies and their future owners to rear the best puppies possible. First on your
list should be access to children. Children make the best puppies. Kids and
puppies go together. If you don’t have children, grand children or neighbors,
ask at church or your coworkers if they would lend you their children to play
with your puppies. I guarantee you won’t have to ask twice. When my daughter
was in grade school there was a steady stream of little girls through my house.
The young pups instinctively knew that the girls would do them no harm. Pups
were carried around, they got to swing, wheeled around in wagons and cuddled.
Even my son brought home his high school friends. Nothing will turn a big
strong high school boy into a puddle of mush like a box full of puppies. I wish I
had taken pictures.
Second on your list should be a woman in the house. This is my husband, Pete’s
requirement. He says that women are more patient (as long as they take their
blood pressure meds) with pups and don’t sweat the small stuff. I don’t know if
it’s the ability to nurture, but since I have not had to test this theory, I will agree.
The last thing that makes good puppies is a good early neurological stimulation
program. We use the super dog program. This applies minor stress to the
puppies for about the first two weeks of life, before their eyes open. The
stresses are simple like holding them (securely) upside down for five seconds,
tickling their toes with a Q-tip or placing them on a cold towel for five seconds.
This teaches pup they can survive anything and makes for a very calm pup that
turns into a calm dog.
Neurological stimulation doesn’t end at 2 weeks old, it’s only the beginning.
Bring in the kids, take the pups outside, play music for them and change the
radio stations so they develop appreciation for classical, rock and country music!
Give them toys, bird wings or a bird. All of these things stimulate brain
development and the more developed the brain, the smarter the dog.
I hope you enjoy this issue of the Whoa Post, but mostly I hope you enjoy your
pup, young or old.
Sherry Niesar, Editor
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Ask Butch
Please enjoy this encore presentation of Ask Butch.
Please discuss what a judge is looking for in the run during a field trial.
This question concerning run could be answered by one hundred judges with different opinions but since
you asked me I'll give my definition. The term "purpose” comes to mind. As the handler and the dog are
waiting to be released both have adequate time to purvey the course. The purpose is to find birds. Sounds
simple and in fact it is, providing we are testing in wild bird habitat. Even in released bird trials they should
be planted in areas where wild birds would be, even taking into account the time of day. At the nod from
the judge, I'm looking for the dog that takes his first cast with intelligence, determination and purpose in
mind. He only has fifteen minutes to impress (some people think fourteen). Gait is so important but with
such a short timed event a choppy stride can get to the horn. He might be pulling more with his front feet
or pushing too much with his rear but one can pick this up watching enough dogs. A dog that glides
effortless over any terrain is a pleasure to walk behind. It's like eating rice with a spoon or chopsticks. The
latter will work but not natural, and remember we only have fifteen minutes.
The dog knows where the handler is but doesn't need his assurance. I dislike a mechanical dog. You see
them a lot. They are out there going left to right and right to left because that's what the handler wants.
The only true application for this is when there are no discernible sets of objectives (CRP). I believe a
mechanical dog is a product of training. He does his job, goes home and gets fed and watered. Sounds like
a prisoner to me. I believe the dog that exhibits exuberance and independence with kindly acquired
training, that goes to his birds with intensity and proudly delivers to hand is my blue ribbon dog. As you
can see, run is very important. Run takes up more time than pointing or retrieving and should be
considered highly on the judges sheet.
Please explain different between the run in Gun and Open divisions.
This question will not take near as much time for me as I see very little or no difference in an Open or
Gun dog as to run. Too many times we look at a Gun dog as a juvenile when in fact that may be true only
for the handler. In the beginning when considering whether to include a Gun category it was mentioned
we needed a title to keep members competing. There was too big a space between the T.A.N. and the
Open. I believe it was more a lack of experience with the owner-handler. I'm in favor of the Gun and judging today there is very little if any difference in the run between the two titled stakes. Why should there be?
I'm of the opinion that the best bird dog on wild birds is a dog steady to wing and not steady to wing and
Continued on page 3
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Ask Butch - continued from page 2
shot. The retriever people contend that the best retriever is one that can mark birds and take a direct line to
the fall. I've never seen an ad for pointing dog pups in my life that stated they were bred for marking or lining. I don't wet dish rag all my birds so as soon as I've pulled the trigger I would rather the dog break and
catch them before they hit the ground; this has happened on an incoming quail in Arizona.
From my illustration, I can see an eight or nine year old dog still competing as a Gun dog and should never
be pressured to jump to Open. For some, getting the Gun may take a little longer than most people have,
but having a hunting companion should garner the highest trophy.
In closing, I'd like to thank the person asking these questions. I've thought for days before answering and
do expect feedback. I could write more on the subject but hope at best to spur more thoughts on the importance of the run. Thanks again...Butch
Put Butch’s many years of experience to work for you. Don’t be shy and if you want your name left off
we can make the questions anonymous. Send you questions to: Butch Nelson, PO Box 858, Denton,
MT 59430 or hyaliteknls@yahoo.com

My goal is to be as good a person
as my dog already thinks I am. unknown
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Heart Makes a Champion, By Peter Wax
With my 7 year old boy Nicholas nervously hovering over my
shoulder, I pull back the hair along the pup’s spine to get a better
look at where the blood is coming from. The wound does not
look too sinister. Just a couple puckers but the welling of nearly
black blood indicates the bite goes deep. The little pup looks up,
shivers, than licks my hand. Dogs, only a damn dog would be
concerned for his master after suffering such an insult.
I gently feel the right legs, chest and loin and no bones appear
Dry Wolf Creek
broken but when I move to check the left side he stands up three
legged and swivels keeping his dangling rear leg away from my prying hands. The activity causes a series
of bright red BBs to run down his shiny black fur and a barely perceptible whine to escape his lips.
He blinks and I quickly scoop him up and gently lay him back down on his right side, holding him there
with my left hand while I search for injuries with my right. I find a bite in front of the femur. It is a
wicked mound of jumbled discounted muscles, tendons, and hematomas but the bone does not appear
broken. Weighing my option I look down and there, high along his side, are four bumps in row. Like
fingers the broken ribs trying to penetrate through the skin from the inside out. I gently stroke his head
and mutter some reassurances I do not feel and he looks up at me with confidence and I smile back.
Handing my fly rod to Nicholas, I look around at the land marks and estimate we are less than a mile
from camp before wrapping my arms around pup and beginning the walk back. Cradled in my arms pup
initially struggles to get free. I hold him firm and he calms as we continue onward occasionally switching
to a jog than back to a walk again. We are making pretty good time and pup is relaxed and cleared eye
and I slow to a walk as this is hard work for a flatlander. From pups behavior I would assume he is not
critical but the blood and sweat mixture dripping from my elbow keeps me motivated. We get back to
camp and She who takes care of us all assesses the situation in glance and immediately starts making a
bed in the back seat. I lay the little pup in and She and Nick climb in beside him and we head the truck
down the mountain.
“What happened?” She who takes care of us all asks. “German Sheppard on the trail started towards
Nick and the pup stood his ground.” She gently strokes the 30 pound, year old pup and quietly says
“He’ll get a steak dinner tonight”…..I finish her thoughts in silence.
While driving I start sorting through the options. It is Wednesday, mid-afternoon, 100 degrees out and I
am in the middle of nowhere Montana. My options are limited. Once out of the mountains we can head
east 45 miles to Lewistown, west 45 miles to Great Falls or straight ahead to Stanford 1 mile. Driving
too fast and distracted I nearly blow through the highway intersection. I take it as an omen when no one
is coming from either direction to keep going straight into town. Stanford’s a little prairie town of 400
ranchers, farmers, and foresters. It is a hot clear afternoon in
Main Street, Stanford, MT
Stanford and main-street is busy with a couple dozen pickups
parked along both side. Driving slowing I check out each
business. We pass the NAPA Store, Ranger Station, and ice
cream parlor and She who takes care of us all blurts out from
the back seat: “pull in at Pump Bar there are four pickups out
front.”
Continued on page 5
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Heart of a Champion - continued from page 4
Walking in the Bar I am enveloped in cool darkness and stop for a few seconds to allow my eyes to adjust.
Feeling like the center of attention, I walk towards the Bar and the tall gal behind it asks “Watta-yahaving-Hun?” I explain that I am looking for a veterinarian and the rancher down the bar says “Doc Gee
is just up the road but he’s off sewing up a horse or such thing” and the other white eyed ranchers nod in
unison. I explain I have a pup that’s been chewed half to death and I am willing to take a chance on
reaching him. With choreographed precision the gal behind the bar pulls out an old rotary phone, the
closest rancher starts writing out Doc Gee’s number on a napkin and I start dialing. On the 5th ring Doc
Gee answers and we arrange to meet in 30 minutes at his clinic “just up the road.”
Doc Gee is a bowlegged soft spoken cowboy with big thick hands. I follow him into the clinic and he
indicates I should put the pup on the stainless steel table in the middle of the room as he turns on a few
lights before shuffling over and starting the examination. Doc’s eyes are bright and moist and miss
nothing, but the real magic is in his hands. Those hands,
strong enough to wrestle a bull calf to a standstill are so
experienced that nothing is missed above or below the skin.
Doc narrates as he examines. “There’s a deep bite here, and
another bite here on his head. These ribs aren’t broke free
from the spine but these are. Hmmm…. this bite over the
loins should have bled him out but it must have missed the
liver.” Doc stops and looks sadly at the pup and the pup
looks sadly back. Doc putters around a little before saying,
Zeus, the first of many blue ribbons
“There isn’t much I can do for him but make sure he
doesn’t get infected…. deep bites like these are notorious
for infection.” Having nothing to add I shake my head in understanding. “I’ll give him a shot of penicillin
and you some pills to feed him three times a day.” Silently he loads a big syringe of the pink stuff and
delivers it with such precision pup doesn’t know he’s been stabbed. “Now if he starts going downhill your
best bet is Great Falls” Doc says, than looking at pup he adds, “If he’s alive in the morning he’ll most
likely make it.” Again, I shake my head up and down, thank him for his time and pay him the 20 bucks he
asks for, though I doubt it covered the cost of the antibiotics.
That night after a steak dinner, pup and I share a blanket and the next morning he is alive and true to Doc
Gee’s prediction he survives. Two years later sporting his permanent injuries and broken teeth and all,
pup earns the maximum score in a NAVHDA Utility Test and the following year is the first UKC
registered Epagneul Breton to attempt the Invitation. One and half year after the fight he is the first dog
of any breed to win a blue ribbon in the Open Division Wild of the
newly developed UKC pointing dog program and a few years after
that he is only the second to earn the title Champion of the Field.
Today, like that night 11 years ago in Montana pup sleeps next to me,
but he is no longer a pup. His eyes are a little cloudy now, his hearing
nearly gone and he limps on cold mornings in honor of that day on
the trail when he took on the Alsatian but it all goes away when he
hunts. When he hunts you would never know that he is closer to 13
than 12, has four unattached ribs, a broken back and an arthritic wrist
proving that it is not the size of the dog that makes a champion but
Zeus at almost 12
the size of his heart.
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A Hunter’s Book Review by Ken Bruwelheide
It has been a long, cold, snowy winter this year. This weather gave me the
opportunity to do a lot of reading. I’m a history buff so I like to read a lot
of biographies…mostly of notable figures in American history but I must
admit that I get bogged down in 950 pages of Harry Truman.

The Old Man and the Boy by Robert Ruark. C 1953
I went to my bookshelf and pulled out an
old friend. I began reading Robert Ruark
in my late 20s and I have a favorite title
that has been read several times to remind me of things that need to be
important in my life. The Old Man and the Boy is about a young Ruark
being raised by his grandfather in the south. The old man teaches the boy
how to hunt and fish as well as an appreciation for conservation measures
of the time. Hunting “Gentleman Bob,” a first deer hunt, how to use a
boat and how to fish… are all things that most of us can relate to with a
twist of good old fashioned folk philosophy thrown in and a few dog
training tips stirred in for good measure. Ruark writes autobiographical
fiction that as outdoorsmen we can all relate to. Ruark was a successful
writer in his day and spent a lot of time in Africa on safari. His books are
all exciting and filled with superb visual imagery. I have a collection of
most of his works and they are best found in used bookstores or online as
reprints or used.

My Health is Better in November: Thirty-five Stories of Hunting and Fishing in the South by H.
Babcock. C 1947 reprinted in 1988
A package arrived in my mail one day with is book that was a loan from a
friend. I had never heard of this title or the author. This book was
originally published in 1947 and is written in the vernacular of the south.
If you like hunting quail and fishing the way it used to be you will enjoy
this work. This collection of stories is filled with humor and a lot of great
bird dog tips, conservation of quail coveys year after year, and the best
ways to catch a lot of fish. There is a thread of older race relations in
some parts but that was the south at the time of writing. The book is
available online from Amazon and other book stores.
Now back to Harry Truman….
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Springtime Dangers to Avoid from healthypets.com
Indoor Springtime Hazards
Easter candy and decorations - Chocolate is toxic to
dogs, cats and other furry pets. Symptoms of chocolate
toxicity include restlessness, panting, increased
urination, muscle spasms, vomiting and diarrhea. And
while chocolate is the most toxic candy, you should keep
your dog or cat away from all types of Easter goodies,
including sweet-smelling candy wrappers. Lilies can be
fatal if eaten by your pet. The plastic grass used to line
your children’s Easter baskets can cause serious
gastrointestinal illness for curious animals. You should
also keep ribbons, bows and other colorful enticements
out of the reach of your pets.
Spring cleaning chemicals - If you use chemical cleaning supplies around your home, be sure to keep
them out of reach of your pet. Commercial cleaning products, almost without exception, contain
chemicals that are toxic to your dog or cat, so make sure to follow label instructions carefully and store
products securely away from your pet. Better yet, why not make this the year you switch to non-toxic
household cleaning supplies?
Home improvement hazards - If you’re planning a renovation project around your home or yard this
year, keep in mind that many of the chemicals and supplies you’ll need can be dangerous for your pet.
Paints and solvents can be toxic, and building supplies like nails, insulation and certain tools can also pose
risks. Read the labels on all products you plan to use to see if they’re safe for pets. The very best way to
keep your dog out of harm’s way is to confine them to an area of your home well away from the project
area.
Outdoor Dangers to Watch For in Warmer Weather
Seasonal allergies - Just like you, your furry companion can have allergies to the plants and pollens of
springtime. And a serious allergy in your pet is nothing to sneeze at, as your dog or cat could have a
potentially fatal reaction known as anaphylactic shock. If you suspect your pet is suffering from springtime
allergies, you should make an appointment with your veterinarian.
Yard and garden hazards - The insecticides pesticides and
fertilizers many people apply in the spring to bring their lawns and
gardens back to life are full of chemicals that are dangerous for
pets. Take care not to allow your dog access to areas of your
property where chemicals have been applied, and be sure to store
all potentially toxic products out of reach.
Pretty poisons - Before you stock up on seeds or visit your local
nursery, make sure you know which plants, flowers and greenery
are toxic to your pet if ingested.
Continued on page 8
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Springtime Hazards - Continued from Page 7
Warm weather parasites - Work with a holistic veterinarian in
your area to decide what kinds of parasite preventives your pets
need to keep them free of fleas, ticks, heartworm and other
parasites throughout the spring and summer months.
Driving dangers - As much as your pup may love the feel of the
wind on his face, it’s not a good idea to allow him to stick his head
out the window of your moving car. And it’s an even worse idea
to put your pet in the bed of a pick-up truck for traveling. Your
dog can be hit by debris and even bugs that can cause eye, ear and
lung injuries. And there’s simply no guarantee a dog riding in the
bed of a truck or by an open car window will not either jump out
of the vehicle while it’s moving, or be thrown out during a quick
stop or sharp turn.
Exercise injuries - If your dog has been inactive during the
winter months, be sure to start slow and help him rebuild muscle
tone before being allowed to engage in strenuous outdoor
activities. This will prevent your pup from developing the
too-much, too-soon type of exercise related injuries I see so often
at my animal clinic as the weather starts to warm up.

Poisonous plants for dogs

Taking a few precautionary steps and exercising common sense can insure a healthy, enjoyable spring
and summer for you and your dog.
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Puppy Parade
Thank you to all our readers for generously sharing their puppy Pictures. Enjoy!

Jolene
Photo Provided by Jackie
Hutwagner
Marco at 4 months
Photo provided by Lynda Kieres

Sire is CYRANO DE SAINT LUBIN
Dam is EGLANTINE DU HAMEA
Photo provide by Pierre Willem

Juneau and Rascal
Photo provided by Ray Peres
Style
Photo provided by Dean Orosz

Pup and “Setter”
Photo provided by Lynn Dee Galey

Midtvejs Flica is now 13 month's old
Photo provided by
Karsten Hinnerup

Tug
Photo provided by Todd Breitenfeldt

Continued on Page 10
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Puppy Parade - continued from page 9

Yea - we know we’re cute!
Photo provided by Dean Orosz

Son - Jaguar, Father - Thor
Photo provided by
Jackie Hutwagner

Bandit
Photo provided by John Morris

Midtvejs Loke
Photo provided by Karsten Hinnerup

Sooo relaxed
Photo provided by Lynn Dee Galey

What a Face!
Photo provided by
John Mooney

Midtvejs Flica is now 13 month's old
Photo provided by Karsten Hinnerup

Desi with young pup
Photo provided by Lynda Kieres
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Puppy Parade - continued from page 10

A parade of Weims!
Photo provided by Paul James

Young Pup on the Move
Photo Provided by John Mooney

Thorn's first grouse at 4 months!
Photo provided by Sherry Niesar
A surprise in the Easter basket!
Photo provided by Sherry Niesar

A bucket o pups
Photo provided by Sherry Niesar

Dibbs at 9 months
Photo provided by
Judy Arneson

This pup has a future in
modeling - Look at that pose!
Photo provided by
Sherry Niesar

Mini Me (Zeus, Father &
Thorn, Daughter)
Photo provided by
Sherry Niesar
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Prairie Pointing Dog Club Liberated Bird Trial*
Menoken, North Dakota
April 26 & 27, 2014

April 26 - Saturday

ENTRY FEES

Event Type- “Liberated”

Start 7:30 a.m

Gun Dog: $40.00
Open: $50.00
TAN: $30.00
Entry deadline:
April 16, 2014

April 27 - Sunday

Field Trial information call Peter Wax 701-527-6913

Open Braces, Open Solo,
Gun Solo & TAN

Event Type- “Liberated”
Open Solo, Gun Solo
Start 7:30 a.m.

For more information and the Field Trial Premium visit the
Prairie Pointing Dog Club Website: www.prairiepointingdogclub.com

*Open to all pointing dog breeds.
*All dogs must be UKC registered.

Sponsored in part by:
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Easter Chick Bread
I discovered this technique while watching a feature on Prairie Public Broadcasting. I tried it and the
technique worked. Use your favorite bread recipe. Frozen bread dough from the grocery store works great
or make your own. I’ve done both.
Dough should be defrosted or have gone through the first rise. Start by dividing the dough into 12-16 equal
sized pieces. This works for dough for 1 loaf of bread.
Role each piece of dough into strip about 12 inches long.

Take dough strip and tie in a knot.

Pinch one end to form chicks beak.
Cut the other end of the strip into to strips and separate to form the tail.

Place “chicks” on lightly greased baking sheets and let rise for 30 minutes to 1 hour. Brush with egg wash.
Bake at 400 degrees for 10 minutes. Brush “chick” with egg wash again and return to oven for another 5
minutes until golden brown.
Egg wash: Beat 1 egg, teaspoon of water and dash of salt in small
bowl.

Do you have a favorite recipe you would like to share.?
Send it to sniesar@msn.com for publication in a future Whoa Post.
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Breeders & Stud Dog List
Breeders

Coteau Kennel
Pete Wax & Sherry Niesar
sniesar@msn.com
701-222-8940
www.coteaukennel.com
Hannahatchee Kennel
Jackie Hutwagner
770.883.8360
hutwag@gmail.com

Hyalite Kennel
Butch Nelson & Karen Paugh
406-567-4200
hyaliteknls@yahoo.com
www.hyalitekennels.com
Pataula Power French Brittany'
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after 6.pm)
foverby@bellsouth.net

Topperlyn Gun Dogs
Lynda Kieres
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

Stud Dogs
1. TR Brique de l'Ardour
Hip Rating - A ( France)
2. GUN F'Nat du mas d'Pataula ("Pride")
TAN
Hip Rating- Good - OFA
Fred Overby
406-209-0006 (after business hours, please)
foverby@bellsouth.net

1. NBOB GRCH Beau de l’Hospitalier
Hips – “A” – Belgium
2. TR2 CH TopperLyn D’Artagnan
Hips – OFA “Good”
Live coverage &
artificial insemination on both dogs.
topperlyn@hotmail.com
406-777-5894
www.topperlyngundogs.com

GUN Gallant Thor Sur Le Delavan
Hip Rating - OFA Good
Jack Hugwagner
770-883-8360
hutwag@gmail.com

The Breeders and Stud Dog List is available to all paid members. If you are not a member, complete
the membership form and send it to Fred Overby, Club Treasurer. Only Breeding Kennels/Breeders
who raise UKC registered Epagneul Bretons will be listed in this Whoa Post column. The Whoa Post is
sent directly to over 100 email addresses and posted on line on the club web site and Face Book page.
Provide your information to sniesar@msn.com.
To be listed in this column, pay your membership and provide the following information.

Breeders:

Stud Dog Listing:

Name of Kennel and/or Breeder
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website

Name of Stud Dog
Hip Rating (OFA or Penn Hip)
Contact Name
Contact Phone
Contact Email
Website
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Up Coming Events
April 26 & 27 2014 Prairie Pointing Dog Club Liberated Field Trial, Bismarck, ND
(Open Braces, Open Solo, Gun Solo & TAN)
For more info: Pete Wax, sniesar@msn.com 701-527-6913, www.prairiepointingdogclub.comUpcoming
Field Trial

August 30-31, 2014 (Labor Day Weekend) 2nd Annual Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club Wild
Bird Trial, Denton, MT near Hyalite Kennels. (Open Braces, Open Solo, Gun Solo & TAN) More details
will follow. Tune your dogs up before hunting season!

The Whoa Post Marketplace
We are pleased to announce the
successful breeding of
NBOB Brique de L'Ardour to
CH GUN Gwendolyn
Hites Mississippi.
Puppies are due around May 16, 2014.
For more information contact Ken
Teppel at (630)431-9263 or email
desplainesebs@comcast.net.
Brique

Gwen

The marketplace is available to all members of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club. Ads are free. You
can buy. Sell or trade outdoor equipment, dogs, cats, or anything else that may interest the readers. To place an
ad, contact Sherry Niesar at sniesar@msn.com
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Dues are due!
Yes, it is that time of the year when it is time to pay club dues. If you enjoy the newsletter and its
contents, participate in various field events or just enjoy your EBs please take time to complete the
Membership Form on the next page and return it to the club treasurer, Fred Overby. Thank you
for your continued support of the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club.
Ken Bruwelheide

Renew Your Membership
Membership to the Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Dog Club is due at the beginning of each January.
Each of the club’s members are an important component to the club, adding to the newsletter with
articles and photographs and at the clubs annual field trial. If you are not a member, then consider
becoming a member. Aside from becoming a part of a group of talented, friendly and likeminded dog
owners, members:








Receive the Whoa Post
Are eligible to place ads in the Marketplace at no charge
List Breeder and Stud Dog information (newsletter and web site) at no charge
Have access to dog training professionals and mentors
Receive advance notice of special events
Have opportunity to participate in UKC sanctioned field trials
Join a fellowship of like minded individuals

Membership is open to all individuals who have or are interested in an Epagneul Breton. Membership
fee is $20 - individuals or $30 - family per year. Please take a few moments to complete the
Membership Form below and return to Treasurer, Fred Overby.

Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Club Membership Form
Name_______________________________________________ 2nd Family Member ______________________________
Address_____________________________________________________________________________________________
____________________________________________________________________________________________________
Telephone __________________________________________ Email ___________________________________________

Membership Category” $20 Individual Membership _____ $30 Family Membership _____

Make Check out to: Big Sky Epagneul Breton Gun Club
Return form & dues to: Fred Overby c/o Overby Law Office, 101 E. Main Street, Suite C, Bozeman, MT 59715
Send General Correspondence to: Kenneth Bruwelheide,1406 Robin Lane, Bozeman, MT 59715

